Selected Projects

Below is a partial list of projects involving the stabilization of historic structures performed in compliance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards:


2010. Painted Kiva Emergency Roof Replacement, Coronado State Monument, Bernalillo, NM. For New Mexico State Monuments. Emergency replacement of failed roof, including protecting historic painted murals; replacing five massive vigas; reconstruction of watertight earthen roof; and rebuilding adobe walls and timber ladder.


2008. Zia Diner, Santa Fe, NM. Stabilization of severely damaged adobe south wall bases; stabilization and reconstruction of historic façade; and replication of historic Portland-based pebble-dash plaster at a National Register site built in 1925.


2004. Palace of the Governors, Santa Fe, NM. For State of New Mexico. Stabilization and restoration of north adobe wall and stone footings; viga splice/repair; design and apply colored earthen plasters to highlight select features as an interpretive tool.

2004. Canyon Road residence, Santa Fe, NM. Replace/splice failed vigas, replace ceiling decking, and adobe wall repair of State Historic Register home dating to 1920s.

2004. Digneo Moore House, Santa Fe, NM. Exterior restoration of New Mexico State Historic Register property, including quoin reconstruction and repair.


1998. **Diamond A Ranch, Picacho, NM.** Restoration and stabilization of 1850s farmhouse and conversion of wing of main house into guest wing.

**Similar projects in which the Secretary of the Interior's Standards were not invoked but were complied with:**


2007-2008. **Andy's La Fiesta, Ranchos de Taos, NM.** Structural stabilization, moisture remediation, and restoration services for former dance hall/saloon, one of the original structures on the Ranchos de Taos Plaza.


2006. **Doodlets Gift Shop, Santa Fe, NM.** Underpin foundation, provide structural stabilization and adobe repair for multistory adobe hotel built in 1870. Provide archeological services when artifacts discovered during excavation.

2006. **Private hacienda, Bernalillo, NM.** Underpin foundation using adobe baskets and helical piers, repair adobe walls and restore interior and exterior finishes for historic adobe complex.

2005. **Governor Dempsey House, Circle Drive, Santa Fe, NM.** Structural stabilization and repair of adobe walls using adobe cages.

2005. **The Marfa Hotel, Marfa, TX.** Stabilization and restoration of historic two-story adobe.

2005. **The Oppenheimer House, Los Alamos, NM.** For Los Alamos Historical Society. Stabilization and repointing of home used by Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer during the Manhattan Project.


2002. **Historic hacienda, Cedar Crest, NM.** Structural underpinning and adobe wall repair of historic home dating back to 1920s.


2000. **Barclay Ranch, Cerrillos, NM.** Stabilization and repointing of 19th or early 20th century stone ranch house.


**These consulting projects further demonstrate our expertise with historic preservation and compliance with strict preservation standards:**

2008. **Fort Lowell, Tucson, AZ.** For City of Tucson, AZ. Perform structural and materials assessment and treatment strategy for stabilization and restoration of 70-acre historic military facility. Recipient of a 2010 *AZASLA Professional Design Award* with Poster Frost Mirto and the rest of the Master Plan team.

2007-2008. **Hutmacher Farm, near Kildeer, ND.** For Preservation North Dakota. Using technologies derived in the ancient Hopi village of Oraibi in Arizona, designed and implemented an earthen roof over thatch solution for a stone and earthen farm house built by Ukrainian-German immigrants in 1926.


2007. **El Vado Motel, Albuquerque, NM.** For City of Albuquerque. Structural and historic preservation consultant with regard to this historic Route 66 motel.

2007. **Fort Stanton, Lincoln County, NM.** Consultant on historic building materials and construction methodology for an N.M. State Monument site.

2006. **Canoa Ranch, Tucson, AZ.** For Pima County, AZ. Prepare structural and materials assessment and treatment strategy for stabilization and restoration of numerous buildings at State of Arizona Registered Landmark (ca. 1860s).

2005-2006. **V-Site of the Manhattan Project, Los Alamos, NM.** For Los Alamos National Lab. On-site preservation consultant for stabilization, preservation and restoration of historic materials at the V-Site Assembly Building, one of the few remaining Manhattan Project buildings. Recipient of the 2007 *New Mexico Heritage Preservation Award for Architectural Heritage* and the 2008 *National Trust/Advisory Council on Historic Preservation Award for Federal Partnerships in Historic Preservation*.

2004-2005. **San Cristóbal Mission, Santa Fe County, NM.** Assess standing ledgestone remains of early 17th century mission church; provide outline strategy for treatment for approval of compliance agencies and owner; document and stabilize using unamended or lime-amended mud mortars.

2004. **CLM Farms, Dell City, TX.** Assessment, HABS drawings, and outline strategy for restoration of Figure 2 ranch house built in the 1920s.


2000. **Leaden Hall School, Cathedral Close, Salisbury, England.** Underpin buildings at a Roman-era site. Crocker Ltd was the only contractor to submit a plan that complied with English Heritage specifications, which forbade the use of Portland cement or disturbance of the subsurface.


1987-1988. **Santuário de Guadalupe, Santa Fe, NM.** While underpinning the bell tower and completing related work, some 70 burials were discovered in 200 square feet of the narthex. Crocker Ltd was certified by the City of Santa Fe, the State Historic Preservation Division, and the Archdiocese of Santa Fe to conduct archeological excavations to document the remains, which were later re-interred.